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TESSERA MAKES SPACES MORE FUNCTIONAL. 

This modern design features elements that will delight. The sleek aesthetic promotes 
a vision of sophistication, while the vast array of storage options allows the user 
to tailor to their personal needs. The unique wall panel allows storage, shelves, and 
surfaces to be strategically placed. Layered elements add even more interest.  
Tessera offers options that exceed expectations.

DESIGNED  
TO STUN  
WITH LAYERED 
SURFACES AND 
SMART STORAGE.    

TESSERA™ CASEGOODS BRIGHTON FINISH
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Tessera’s unique adjustable height design adds extra flair and functionality. The desk raises and lowers with an easy to use keypad 
and reveals complementary or contrasting legs, while concealing the lift mechanism. Raise your worksurface to new heights for 
standing tasks or intermediate heights to accommodate personal preferences. Take your space to new levels with Tessera.

TESSERA™ CASEGOODS PORTOBELLO FINISH AND CLOUD LAMINATE

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE SOLUTION
FREESTANDING TABLE DESK;

HEIGHT RANGES FROM 296

1⁄16"-44"; 
 FEATURES AN ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE MECHANISM
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TESSERA™ CASEGOODS PORTOBELLO FINISH AND CLOUD LAMINATE
LAVORO™ SEATING DESIGNTEX INTERLOCK MIST

TESSERA™ CASEGOODS SABLE AND DESIGNER WHITE LAMINATES
AURORA™ SEATING DESIGNTEX ROVE GLACIER



Design a space that commands attention by combining Tessera’s table desk and wall panel solution. The table desk features sleek, 
angled legs that make a statement and add sophistication. The wall panel supports storage elements and provides display space  
that can be designed for unique needs.

Tessera’s occasional tables are available in a variety of shapes and sizes and can be used to complete any space. Use these  
additional surfaces to create quaint meeting spaces, add to executive offices, or welcome guests in lobby areas. From a simple  
station to an executive setting, this comprehensive offering gives you all the pieces necessary to create a cohesive environment  
that is as beautiful as it is functional.
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TESSERA™ CASEGOODS ALMOND FINISH AND CINDER LAMINATE
LAVORO™ SEATING DAVENPORT BLACK LEATHER



TESSERA™ CASEGOODS ACORN LAMINATE, WHITE BACK PAINTED GLASS DOORS

Not only does Tessera look good, its smart storage options create efficient use of space. Tessera’s unique, top access 
filing system puts important files within arm’s reach and the convenient sliding doors cover the filing system to keep 
your space clean. These sliding doors are available with an integrated security option that protects working files, but 
does not detract from Tessera’s clean lines. Boost the style factor even further by adding mixed materials to the sliding 
door fronts.

The multi-level shelves allow ample storage for personal items and work materials. Showcase your space by  
sliding the doors to hide items you don’t want on display and highlight those that you do. Tessera allows you  
to retrieve the materials you need, but feel confident that you can be ready to present yourself at a moment’s notice.
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CREATE WELCOMING SPACES WITH 
TESSERA’S EXTENSIVE OFFERING.

Tessera’s unique wall panel and shelving solution make  
it easy to impress guests and work efficiently. Sliding 
doors open for quick display of media. With clean lines 
and fresh design, Tessera offers simple beauty.

Modular in design, Tessera’s reception stations can 
be easily modified to meet your specific requirements, 
reducing the need for costly and expensive millwork. 
Tessera’s flexible design and stunning storage 
combinations make it easy to work beautifully  
and create a great first impression.
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TESSERA™ CASEGOODS PORTOBELLO FINISH AND PLATINUM GREY LAMINATE
FARRAH™ LOUNGE STINSON SPRINT BREEZE, CINDER FRAMES

TESSERA™ CASEGOODS PALISANDER AND FROSTY WHITE LAMINATES  
(PRODUCT MODIFICATION)
LAVORO™ SEATING DAVENPORT BLACK LEATHER
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LIGHTING

SATIN NICKEL METALLIC  PLATINUM METALLIC  DESIGNER WHITE CINDER  

PULLS 

U STYLE BASE  SLANT LEG SLAB

WORKSURFACE SUPPORTS

LED LIGHTING KIT SHELF LIGHTING

VENEER GLASS

DOOR OPTIONS

WOOD FINISH SATIN NICKEL METALLIC PLATINUM METALLIC DESIGNER WHITE CINDER

LAMINATE

793IM NM HN/HN2 CL TF AC/AC2 MC CW DW MH 791792 ADPB

405 417 418 419 425 440 461 462 478 488 492491

FOOT OPTIONS
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